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We have studied developmentally regulated patterns 
of histone acetylation at high resolution across -54 kb 
of DNA containing three independently regulated but 
neighboring genetic loci. These include a folate recep- 
tor gene, a 16 kb condensed chromatin region, the 
chicken P-globin domain and an adjacent olfactory 
receptor gene. Within these regions the relative levels 
of acetylation appear to fall into three classes. The 
condensed chromatin region maintains the lowest 
acetylation at every developmental stage. Genes that 
are inactive show similarly low levels, but activation 
results in a dramatic increase in acetylation. The 
highest levels of acetylation are seen at regulatory 
sites upstream of the genes. These patterns imply the 
action of more than one class of acetylation. Notably, 
there is a very strong constitutive focus of hyper- 
acetylation at the 5' insulator element separating the 
globin locus from the folate receptor region, which 
suggests that this insulator element may harbor a high 
concentration of histone acetylases. 
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Introduction 
In the eukaryotic nucleus transcribed regions are organ- 
ized into independently regulated domains, each contain- 
ing the necessary regulatory elements for the correct 
expression of the genes located within (Bell et al., 1998; 
Bell and Felsenfeld, 1999). There is abundant evidence 
that chromatin, in addition to playing a structural role in 
the organization of DNA within the nucleus, is also 
intimately involved in the regulation of eukaryotic gene 
expression (Felsenfeld, 1996; Wu, 1997; Kornberg and 
Lorch, 1999; Farkas et al., 2000; Schubeler et al., 2000). 
Associated with this regulatory function are a variety of 
histone modifications, including acetylation, phosphoryl- 
ation, methylation, ADP ribosylation, ubiquitylation and 
glycosylation, that can alter the structure and chemical 
reactivity of chromatin (Cheung et al., 2000; Strahl and 
Allis, 2000). 
A great deal of attention has been focused on histone 
acetylation. There have been numerous studies of the 
mechanisms of acetylation and deacetylation, and their 
consequences for gene expression (Grunstein, 1997; 
Turner, 2000). These studies have established that, 
particularly in the neighborhood of transcriptionally 
active promoters and enhancers, lysine residues on the 
N-terminal tails of histones H3 and H4 are more highly 
acetylated than those in regions of transcriptional inactiv- 
ity (Kuo et al., 1998). Many transcription factors bound at 
promoters and enhancers can recruit histone acetylases, 
explaining how acetylation levels can be changed in the 
neighborhood of such sites (Bannister and Kouzarides, 
1996; Mizzen et al., 1996; Ogryzko et al., 1996; Chen 
et al., 1997). Recent work has also suggested how 
acetylation signals might be propagated over the chroma- 
tin of coding regions, for example by the attachment of 
certain acetylases to the moving transcription complex 
(Wittschieben et al., 1999). 
The N-terminal tails of histones H3 and H4 both have 
several lysines residues capable of being acetylated. The 
fact that different acetylases and deacetylases target 
specific lysines suggests that acetylation of specific lysines 
may have important regulatory functions (Strahl and Allis, 
2000). Among studied systems and organisms, the modi- 
fication of individual lysine residues shows considerable 
variation. In Drosophila and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
Lysl2 of H4 appears to be specifically acetylated in 
heterochromatin (Turner et al., 1992; Braunstein et al., 
1996), whereas all H4 lysines are unacetylated in mam- 
malian facultative heterochromatin (Jeppesen and Turner, 
1993). In studies of a CMVlacZ transgene incorporated 
into HeLa cells, acetylation of lysines 5, 12 and 16 of H4 
was shown to be involved in the initiation of chromatin 
opening, whereas acetylation of Lys8 appeared to be 
important for the maintenance of open chromatin (Chen 
and Townes, 2000). In S.cerevisiae an increase in 
acetylation of H4 Lys5 appears to be sufficient for 
derepression of UME6-regulated genes in rpd3 deletion 
mutants (Rundlett et al., 1998). Although such studies 
show that individual lysines can have distinct regulatory 
roles, it is not clear whether these are the same from one 
gene or organism to another. 
Even the correlation between transcriptional activity 
and overall acetylation levels of H3 and H4 differs 
between the systems that have been investigated. Some 
studies show nearly identical levels of H3 and H4 
acetylation enrichment over transcriptionally active 
genes (Parekh and Maniatis, 1999; Elefant et al., 2000). 
In contrast, in a recent study of the human P-globin 
locus, H4 acetylation was uniformly elevated over the 
locus, whereas the greatest enrichment in H3 acetylation 
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MR MQQEXYVI IV]XLVSMH GIPPW FIJSVI XLI KPSFMR KIRIW EVI
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 %R MQTSVXERX JIEXYVI SJ XLMW
VIKMSR MW XLI TVIWIRGI SJ E FSYRHEV] IPIQIRX SV MRWYPEXSV
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RYGPIEWIWIRWMXMZI LMKLP] EGIX]PEXIH GLVSQEXMR SJ XLI
KPSFMR HSQEMR ERH XLI MRWIRWMXMZI YRHIVEGIX]PEXIH
GLVSQEXMR SJ XLI GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR SGGYVW NYWX  SJ XLI
MRWYPEXSV
8LIVI EVI QENSV HMJJIVIRGIW MR GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI
(2% QIXL]PEXMSR WXEXI ERH KIRI I\TVIWWMSR TEXXIVRW
[MXLMR XLI  OF IRGSQTEWWMRK XLI *6KPSFMR KIRI
VIKMSRW MR GIPPW EVVIWXIH EX ZEVMSYW WXEKIW SJ IV]XLVSMH
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 *IPWIRJIPH 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4VMSPIEY IX EP  %X XLI IEVPMIWX IV]XLVSMH WXEKI
I\EQMRIH RIMXLIV *6 RSV ER] SJ XLI KPSFMR KIRIW MW
I\TVIWWIH %X E WPMKLXP] PEXIV WXEKI SRP] *6 MW I\TVIWWIH
ERH WXMPP PEXIV *6 MW WMPIRX ERH KPSFMR KIRI I\TVIWWMSR MW
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[IVI GSVVIPEXIH [MXL EPXIVEXMSRW MR GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI
ERH TEVXMGYPEVP] [MXL LMWXSRI EGIX]PEXMSR WXEXIW ;I
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HIZIPSTQIRXEP WXEKIW ;I WLS[ XLEX TEXXIVRW SJ EGIX]P
EXMSR EVI ZIV] HMJJIVIRX JVSQ SRI WXEKI XS ERSXLIV FYX EVI
GSRWMWXIRX [MXL XLI ZEVMEXMSR MR TEXXIVRW SJ KIRI I\TVIW
WMSR 8LI VIWYPXW MRHMGEXI XLEX FSXL WMXIWTIGMG ERH
HSQEMR[MHI QIGLERMWQW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR QYWX FI EX
[SVO ERH XLEX XLI FSYRHEV] IPIQIRX FIX[IIR XLI *6
ERH XLI KPSFMR KIRIW MW E WMXI SJ TIVQERIRX L]TIVEGIX]P
EXMSR 8LMW WYKKIWXW TSWWMFPI QIGLERMWQW SJ FSYRHEV]
EGXMSR
6IWYPXW
%GIX]PEXMSR TEXXIVRW SJ GIPPW [MXL HMJJIVIRX
TVSKVEQW SJ I\TVIWWMSR
-R IEVPMIV [SVO 4VMSPIEY IX EP  [I QEHI YWI SJ
GLMGOIR IQFV]SRMG IV]XLVSMH GIPPW ERH [IPP GLEVEGXIVM^IH
GLMGOIR GIPP PMRIW EVVIWXIH EX X[S TVIHMJJIVIRXMEXMSR
HIZIPSTQIRXEP WXEKIW XS GSVVIPEXI GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVEP
GLERKIW ERH (2% QIXL]PEXMSR TEXXIVRW [MXL KIRI I\TVIW
WMSR -R ,( PMRIW FSXL XLI *6 KIRI ERH EPP SJ XLI KPSFMR
KIRIW EVI WMPIRX -R ' GIPPW GSVVIWTSRHMRK XS E WPMKLXP]
PEXIV HIZIPSTQIRXEP WXEKI XLI *6 KIRI MW I\TVIWWIH FYX
KPSFMR KIRIW EVI RSX -R  HE] GMVGYPEXMRK IV]XLVSG]XIW
XLI EHYPX KPSFMR KIRIW EVI I\TVIWWIH FYX *6 I\TVIWWMSR MW
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8VERWMXMSRW MR EGIX]PEXMSR EGVSWW XLVII KIRI PSGM

;I [MWLIH XS QIEWYVI XLI EGIX]PEXMSR PIZIPW SJ XLI GSVI
LMWXSRIW , ERH , MR IEGL OMRH SJ GIPP EX GPSWIP] WTEGIH
WMXIW EGVSWW XLI IRXMVI VIKMSR *SV XLMW TYVTSWI [I QEHI YWI
SJ ERXMFSHMIW VEMWIH EKEMRWX LMWXSRI XEMPW EGIX]PEXIH EX
IMXLIV WMRKPI SV QYPXMTPI WMXIW %W MR TVIZMSYW WXYHMIW F]
SXLIVW ,IFFIW IX EP  )PIJERX IX EP 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QMGVSGSGGEP RYGPIEWI 12EWI HMKIWXW SJ RYGPIM JVSQ
IEGL GIPP X]TI [IVI TYVMIH SR WYGVSWI KVEHMIRXW ERH XLI
QSRSQIV ERH HMQIV JVEGXMSRW [IVI TSSPIH JSV YWI MR
MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR I\TIVMQIRXW 8LIWI GSRXEMRIH TVI
HSQMRERXP] QSRSQIVW 8LMW EWWYVIH XLEX XLI VIWSPYXMSR SJ
XLI EWWE] [SYPH FI EX XLI PIZIP SJ QSRS SV HMRYGPISWSQIW
WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW
4VIZMSYW I\TIVMQIRXW LEZI EREP]^IH XLI IRVMGLQIRX SJ
XLI MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXIH -4 JVEGXMSRW F] WPSX FPSX SV
UYERXMXEXMZI 4'6 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VIKMSR YWMRK 8EUQER VIEPXMQI 4'6 8LI WTIIH SJ XLI
QIXLSH ERH XLI EFMPMX] XS QIEWYVI E PEVKI RYQFIV SJ
WEQTPIW WMQYPXERISYWP] EPPS[IH YW XS IQTPS] TVSFIW
XEVKIXIH EX VIPEXMZIP] WQEPP MRXIVZEPW EGVSWW XLI HSQEMR
ERH XS WXYH] QYPXMTPI GIPP PMRIW -R XLMW QIXLSH XLI
I\SRYGPIEWI EGXMZMX] SJ 8EU TSP]QIVEWI YWIH MR XLI 4'6
EXXEGOW E WTIGMGEPP] ERRIEPIH 8EUQER TVSFI VIWYPXMRK MR
PMFIVEXMSR SJ E YSVIWGIRX VITSVXIV *MKYVI % 8LI
RYQFIV SJ 4'6 G]GPIW RIGIWWEV] XS VIEGL E TVIHIXIVQMRIH
YSVIWGIRGI MRXIRWMX] MW E QIEWYVI SJ XLI MRMXMEP EFYRHERGI
SJ XLI XEVKIX WIUYIRGI 8LI TVSFIW GLSWIR [IVI JSV VIKMSRW
JVII SJ WIUYIRGI VITIEXW ERH ER EXXIQTX [EW QEHI XS
WTEGI XLIQ IZIRP] EGVSWW XLI  OF VIKMSR *MKYVI 
QET %HHMXMSREP TVSFIW [IVI EHHIH XS I\EQMRI (2EWI -
L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW XLI *6 KIRI FKPSFMR KIRIW ERH
GLMGOIR SPJEGXSV] VIGITXSV  F KIRI '36 *MKYVI 
QET
-R SVHIV XS HIXIVQMRI XLI IRVMGLQIRX SV HITPIXMSR SJ XLI
MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR JSV E WTIGMG ERXMFSH] XLI XSXEP
EQSYRX SJ (2% MR XLI -4 JVEGXMSR [EW QIEWYVIH ERH ER
IUYEP EQSYRX SJ MRTYX (2% FIJSVI MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR
[EW VYR MR TEVEPPIP EW E VIJIVIRGI WXERHEVH 8LI VIPEXMZI
EFYRHERGI SJ IEGL WIUYIRGI [EW HIXIVQMRIH JVSQ XLI
HMJJIVIRGI MR XLI RYQFIV SJ 4'6 G]GPIW RIGIWWEV] XS VIEGL
E \IH WMKREP XLVIWLSPH ZEPYI )RVMGLQIRX SJ E WIUYIRGI MR
XLI -4 JVEGXMSR [EW GEPGYPEXIH JVSQ XLI HMJJIVIRGI SJ XLI
XLVIWLSPH G]GPI RYQFIV '  JSV XLI -4 JVEGXMSR XS XLI ' JSV
XLI MRTYX (2% % WGLIQEXMG TVIWIRXEXMSR SJ XLI EREP]WMW MW
WLS[R MR *MKYVI &
(EXE JVSQ XLI EREP]WMW SJ IV]XLVSMH GIPPW EX XLVII
HMJJIVIRX WXEKIW EVI KMZIR MR *MKYVI  )EGL HEXE TSMRX
VITVIWIRXW XLI VEXMS SJ EFYRHERGI SJ XLEX TVSFIH WIUYIRGI
MR XLI -4 JVEGXMSR XS MXW EFYRHERGI MR XLI MRTYX GLVSQEXMR
JVEGXMSR FIJSVI MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR 8LIVI EVI HVEQEXMG
GLERKIW MR XLI TEXXIVRW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR EGGSQTER]MRK
TVSKVIWWMSR JVSQ IEVP] ,( GIPPW XS XLI QSVI QEXYVI
IV]XLVSG]XI WXEKI -R ,( GIPPW *MKYVI % XLIVI EVI
SRP] PS[ PIZIPW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR XLVSYKLSYX QYGL SJ XLI
VIKMSR 8LI RSXEFPI I\GITXMSRW EVI M TIEOW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR
MR XLI RIMKLFSVLSSH SJ ,7 XLI MRWYPEXSV IPIQIRX XLEX
QEVOW XLI  FSYRHEV] SJ XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW ERH  SJ
,7% NYWX YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI *6 TVSQSXIV VIKMSR ERH
MM WQEPP TIEOW SZIV ,7 MR XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW GSRXVSP
VIKMSR 0'6 ERH RIEV XLI EHYPX FKPSFMR TVSQSXIV 8LI
 OF GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR MW UYMXI YREGIX]PEXIH
1ENSV GLERKIW MR XLIWI TEXXIVRW EVI WIIR MR ' GIPPW
[LMGL EVI EVVIWXIH EX E PEXIV WXEKI [LIR *6 MW I\TVIWWIH
8LIVI MW RS[ E ZIV] PEVKI TIEO SJ EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV ,7%
FYX EPWS I\XIRHMRK XS[EVH XLI GSHMRK VIKMSR MXWIPJ JSV ,
ERH P]WMRIW   ERH  SJ , 8LI IJJIGX MW XS QSZI XLI
TIEO SJ EGIX]PEXMSR YTWXVIEQ MI  SR XLI QET SJ ,7%
HMVIGXP] SZIV XLI *6 TVSQSXIV ,S[IZIV TVSFIW [MXLMR XLI
FSH] SJ XLI *6 KIRI XLI VWX MRXVSR  ERH PEWX I\SR
 WLS[ PS[ PIZIPW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR *MKYVI & 8LIVI
MW EPWS WXVSRK EGIX]PEXMSR EX EPP LMWXSRI WMXIW QIEWYVIH SZIV
XLI MRWYPEXSV VIKMSR ,7 EW [IPP EW WMKRMGERX
IRVMGLQIRX SZIV XLI TVSQSXIV SJ XLI F%KPSFMR KIRI -R
FSXL XLIWI ERH ,( GIPPW ER IRLERGIV FPSGOMRK IPIQIRX
,7 [LMGL QEVOW XLI  FSYRHEV] SJ XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW
ERH XLI '36 KIRI LEW PMXXPI SV RS SFWIVZEFPI
EGIX]PEXMSR 8LI  OF GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR MW
SRGI EKEMR PEVKIP] YREJJIGXIH F] XLI L]TIVEGIX]PEXMSR SJ
XLI WYVVSYRHMRK VIKMSRW
*MK  6IEPXMQI 4'6 YWMRK 8EUQER TVSFIW % % WGLIQEXMG SJ 4'6
MR XLI TVIWIRGI SJ E 8EUQER TVSFI 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XEVKIX WIUYIRGI 8EUQER TVSFIW LEZI X[S GSZEPIRXP] PMROIH YSVIWGIRX
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 E VITSVXIV 6 ERH E UYIRGLIV 5 3R XLI TVSFI XLI VITSVXIV H]I
IQMWWMSR MW UYIRGLIH  (YVMRK IEGL I\XIRWMSR G]GPI XLI 
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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&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1(0MXX IX EP

8LI TEXXIVR SJ EGIX]PEXMSR MR  HE] GLMGOIR IQFV]S VIH
FPSSH GIPPW *MKYVI ' MW HMJJIVIRX JVSQ XLEX MR XLI X[S GIPP
PMRIW *6 KIRI I\TVIWWMSR MW RS PSRKIV SFWIVZIH MR XLIWI
GIPPW ERH XLI PIZIP SJ EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV XLEX KIRI LEW RS[
VIXYVRIH IWWIRXMEPP] XS FEWIPMRI XLSYKL WSQI EGIX]PEXMSR
GSQTEVEFPI XS XLEX WIIR MR ,( GIPPW MW WIIR SZIV ,7%
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%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&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'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MRHMGEXIW XLI JSPH HMJJIVIRGI FIX[IIR XLI MRTYX JVEGXMSR ERH XLI FSYRH JVEGXMSR ERH XLI \E\MW MRHMGEXIW TSWMXMSR MR OF VIPEXMZI XS XLI IRH SJ XLI *6
KIRI (MJJIVIRX PMRI GSPSVW XST GSVVIWTSRH XS EGIX]PEXMSR SJ MRHMZMHYEP WMXIW , P]WMRI   SV  SV QYPXMEGIX]PEXIH , SV , 8LI PS[IV WIGXMSR
WLS[W XLI REQI ERH PSGEXMSR SJ TVMQIV TEMVW ERH 8EUQER TVSFIW YWIH JSV EREP]WMW 7IZIVEP (2EWI -L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW EVI MRHMGEXIH ,7%
,7 ,7 ,7 ,7 ERH ,7
8VERWMXMSRW MR EGIX]PEXMSR EGVSWW XLVII KIRI PSGM

-R GSRXVEWX EGIX]PEXMSR PIZIPW SZIV ,7 EVI UYMXI LMKL
ERH XLMW I\XIRHW SZIV XLI IRXMVI FKPSFMR HSQEMR MR
GSRVQEXMSR SJ XLI IEVPMIV SFWIVZEXMSRW ,IFFIW IX EP
 8LMW [MHIWTVIEH MRGVIEWI MR EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV XLI
KPSFMR KIRIW GSRXVEWXW [MXL XLI REVVS[ VIKMSR SJ EGIX]PE
XMSR SFWIVZIH MR ' GIPPW SZIV XLI *6 TVSQSXIV %PXLSYKL
XLIWI LMKL PIZIPW GER FI WIIR EX EPP LMWXSRI EGIX]PEXMSR WMXIW
SFWIVZIH XLI] ETTIEV MR XLI GEWI SJ XLI FKPSFMR VIKMSR XS
FI KVIEXIWX JSV , 3RGI EKEMR XLI  OF GSRHIRWIH
GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR MW [MXLMR XLI PMQMXW SJ SYV EWWE] XSXEPP]
YREGIX]PEXIH
;I GSQTEVIH XLI IV]XLVSMH PMRIEKI TEXXIVRW [MXL XLSWI
SFWIVZIH MR E GLMGOIR P]QTLSG]XI GIPP PMRI (8
*MKYVI  -R XLIWI GIPPW RIMXLIV *6 RSV ER] SJ XLI
KPSFMRW MW I\TVIWWIH 4VMSPIEY IX EP  8LIVI MW RS
WMKRMGERX EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV IMXLIV XLI KPSFMR PSGYW SV XLI
*6 KIRI 2IZIVXLIPIWW ZIV] WXVSRK TIEOW SJ , ERH ,
EGIX]PEXMSR EVI SFWIVZIH FSXL EX ,7% ERH ,7 [LMGL
ERO XLI YREGIX]PEXIH  OF GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR
8LI VIWYPXW MR *MKYVI  [IVI SFXEMRIH [MXL E JVEGXMSREXIH
TSSP SJ QSRS ERH HMRYGPISWSQIW KIRIVEXIH F] 12EWI
HMKIWXMSR WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW ;I JSPPS[IH
TVSGIHYVIW JSV RYGPIEV MWSPEXMSR XLEX EZSMHIH JSVQEPHI
L]HI \EXMSR WMQMPEV XS QIXLSHW HIWGVMFIH TVIZMSYWP]
,IFFIW IX EP  JSV QIEWYVIQIRX SJ LMWXSRI
EGIX]PEXMSR PIZIPW ;I GSQTEVIH SYV VIWYPXW [MXL XLSWI
SFXEMRIH F] E HMJJIVIRX TVSGIHYVI 3VPERHS IX EP 
MRZSPZMRK HMVIGX JSVQEPHIL]HI \EXMSR SJ GIPPW ERH
WSRMGEXMSR SJ GLVSQEXMR WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW
8LMW EPWS EZSMHW XLI YWI SJ E HIEGIX]PEXMSR MRLMFMXSV HYVMRK
MWSPEXMSR SJ RYGPIM *SVQEPHIL]HI XVIEXQIRX [EW EHNYWXIH
GEVIJYPP] XS KMZI LMKL ]MIPHW SJ GVSWWPMROIH QEXIVMEP XLEX
[SYPH EPWS ]MIPH VIPEXMZIP] WQEPP QSPIGYPEV [IMKLX
WSRMGEXMSR TVSHYGXW -X HMH RSX TVSZI TSWWMFPI XS SFXEMR E
TVITSRHIVERGI SJ QSRS SV HMRYGPISWSQIW F] XLMW TVS
GIHYVI 2SRIXLIPIWW XLI VIWYPXW SJ MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR
I\TIVMQIRXW [MXL XLIWI JVEGXMSRW MWSPEXIH JVSQ  HE]
GLMGOIR IQFV]S IV]XLVSG]XIW WLS[ JIEXYVIW WMQMPEV XS
XLSWI WIIR [MXL SYV WXERHEVH TVSGIHYVI 8LMW WMQMPEVMX] MW
GPIEVP] WIIR [LIR XLI VIWYPXW JSV JSVQEPHIL]HI\IH
GLVSQEXMR JVSQ  HE] GLMGOIR VIH FPSSH GIPPW MW
GSQTEVIH HMVIGXP] [MXL XLI HEXE JVSQ *MKYVI  JSV
GLVSQEXMR TVITEVIH JVSQ XLI WEQI GIPPW F] 12EWI
HMKIWXMSR *MKYVI % %PXLSYKL HMJJIVIRGIW EVI SFWIVZIH
XLI KIRIVEP XVIRH SJ IPIZEXIH PIZIPW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV XLI
KPSFMR HSQEMR ERH EHNEGIRX XS XLI *6 TVSQSXIV MW
QEMRXEMRIH FIX[IIR XLI X[S QIXLSHW 8LI TVMRGMTEP
HMJJIVIRGI FIX[IIR XLI VIWYPXW SFXEMRIH [MXL XLI X[S
QIXLSHW PMIW MR XLI VIHYGIH TVSQMRIRGI SJ XLI TIEOW  SJ
,7% ERH  SJ ,7 MR XLI GVSWWPMROIH QEXIVMEP -R
TEVXMGYPEV XLI TIEO SZIV ,7 ETTIEVW XS FI WLMJXIH
HS[RWXVIEQ 8LMW MW XLI VIWYPX I\TIGXIH [LIR XLI
TVIGMTMXEXIH JVEKQIRXW EVI PEVKIV WS XLEX VIWYPXW EVI
EZIVEKIH SZIV WIZIVEP RYGPISWSQIW 6IWSPYXMSR MW XLYW
MQTEMVIH F] GVSWWPMROMRK ERH MR JEGX XLI WLMJXIH FILEZMSV
GER FI KIRIVEXIH JVSQ XLI 12EWI HMKIWXMSR VIWYPXW F]
EZIVEKMRK XLI HEXE SZIV ETTVS\MQEXIP] ZI RYGPISWSQIW
XLI IWXMQEXIH WM^I SJ XLI JVEKQIRXW KIRIVEXIH MR XLI GVSWW
PMROIH WEQTPI ;I EPWS GEVVMIH SYX MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSRW
[MXL GVSWWPMROIH GLVSQEXMR JVSQ ' GIPPW *MKYVI &
8LIWI VIWYPXW EVI EKEMR WMQMPEV XS XLSWI SFXEMRIH F]12EWI
HMKIWXMSR *MKYVI & [MXL XLI I\TIGXIH FVSEHIRMRK ERH
*MK  %GIX]PEXMSR MR E RSRIV]XLVSMH GIPP PMRI 8LI KVETL WLS[W XLI VIPEXMZI GLVSQEXMR MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR SJ EGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRI , EGIX]PEXIH
LMWXSRI , ERH WTIGMG EGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRI , P]WMRIW SJ QSRS ERH HMRYGPISWSQIW JVSQ (8 E GLMGOIR P]QTLSG]XI GIPP PMRI (IWMKREXMSRW ERH QET
EVI XLI WEQI EW MR *MKYVI 
1(0MXX IX EP
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PS[IVMRK SJ XLI TIEOW WIIR [MXL GVSWWPMROIH QEXIVMEP
,IVI LS[IZIV EW MR XLI GEWI SJ (8 GIPPW *MKYVI  XLI
KPSFMR KIRIW EVI RSX FIMRK XVERWGVMFIH %W E VIWYPX XLI TIEO
SZIV ,7 MW GPIEVP] ZMWMFPI EKEMRWX XLI WYVVSYRHMRK
RIKEXMZI FEGOKVSYRH ,MWXSRIW [MXLMR XLI ,7 FSYRHEV]
IPIQIRX GSRXMRYI XS FI EGIX]PEXIH GSRWMWXIRX [MXL XLI
GSRGPYWMSR XLEX ,7 MW E GSRWXMXYXMZIP] EGIX]PEXIH WMXI
8LI JVEGXMSR SJ LMWXSRIW EGIX]PEXIH
8LI EZEMPEFMPMX] SJ LMKLVIWSPYXMSR HEXE QEOIW MX VIEWSR
EFPI XS EXXIQTX WSQI UYERXMXEXMZI EREP]WMW 8LI MQQYRS
TVIGMTMXEXMSRW HIWGVMFIH EFSZI [IVI GEVVMIH SYX MR
GLVSQEXMR I\GIWW SZIV ERXMFSH] )EGL HEXE TSMRX MR
*MKYVI  VIIGXW IRVMGLQIRX SJ E TEVXMGYPEV WIUYIRGI MR
XLI EGIX]PEXIH JVEGXMSR VIPEXMZI XS MXW EFYRHERGI MR XLI MRTYX
WEQTPI %R EHHMXMSREP RYQFIV XLI JVEGXMSR SJ MRTYX
GLVSQEXMR TVIGMTMXEFPI MR ERXMFSH] I\GIWW MW RIIHIH XS
GEPGYPEXI JSV IEGL TSMRX [MXLMR XLI *6KPSFMR'36 PSGYW
XLI JVEGXMSR SJ RYGPISWSQIW EGIX]PEXIH EX E TEVXMGYPEV
P]WMRI VIWMHYI WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW JSV HIXEMPW ;I
HIZMWIH GSRHMXMSRW XS GEVV] SYX XLMW QIEWYVIQIRX [MXLSYX
YWMRK PEVKI UYERXMXMIW SJ ERXMFSH] % \IH EQSYRX SJ E
KMZIR ERXMFSH] [EW XMXVEXIH [MXL HIGVIEWMRK EQSYRXW SJ
GLVSQEXMR [MXL ERXMFSH] EP[E]W MR I\GIWW 8LI XSXEP (2%
GSRXIRX FIJSVI TVIGMTMXEXMSR ERH XLI XSXEP (2% GSRXIRX SJ
XLI TVIGMTMXEXI [IVI QIEWYVIH JSV IEGL HEXE TSMRX YWMRK E
TMGSKVIIR EWWE] ERH TPSXXIH EW E JVEGXMSR SJ XSXEP GLVSQEXMR
XLI PEVKIWX EQSYRX SJ XSXEP (2% GSRXIRX QIEWYVIH FIJSVI
TVIGMTMXEXMSR WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW 6IKVIWWMSR
EREP]WMW SJ XLI HEXE *MKYVI % KEZI XLI JVEGXMSR SJ EPP
QEXIVMEP XLEX GSRXEMRIH P]WMRIW EGIX]PEXIH EX XLI TSWMXMSRW
VIGSKRM^IH F] XLI ERXMFSH]
*MK  8[S QIXLSHW SJ TVITEVEXMSR JSV GLVSQEXMR YWIH MR MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR SJ EGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRIW WLS[ WMQMPEV TEXXIVRW % 'SQTEVMWSR SJ XLI
VIPEXMZI EGIX]PEXMSR SJ LMWXSRI , QIEWYVIH JSPPS[MRK X[S QIXLSHW SJ TVITEVEXMSR MR  HE] GLMGOIR IQFV]S IV]XLVSG]XIW & 8LI VIPEXMZI EGIX]PEXMSR
SJ 0]W SR LMWXSRI , MR ' GIPPW GSQTEVIH JSV X[S HMJJIVIRX QIXLSHW SJ GLVSQEXMR TVITEVEXMSR -R FSXL % ERH & XLI FPEGO PMRI WLS[W HEXE JSV
GLVSQEXMR XLEX [EW \IH [MXL 	 JSVQEPHIL]HI ERH WSRMGEXIH XS KIRIVEXI WQEPP JVEKQIRXW 8LI KVE] HEWLIH PMRI HEXE JVSQ *MKYVI  WLS[W VIWYPXW
JSV GLVSQEXMR TVITEVIH JVSQ RYGPIM HMKIWXIH [MXL 12EWI ERH TYVMIH SR E WYGVSWI KVEHMIRX XS MWSPEXI QSRS ERH HMRYGPISWSQIW (IWMKREXMSRW ERH
QET EVI XLI WEQI EW MR *MKYVI 
8VERWMXMSRW MR EGIX]PEXMSR EGVSWW XLVII KIRI PSGM

*MK  4IVGIRXEKI SJ EGIX]PEXIH RYGPISWSQIW MR XSXEP GLVSQEXMR MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXIH [MXL WTIGMG ERXMFSHMIW % (IXIVQMREXMSR SJ XLI QE\MQYQ
TIVGIRXEKI SJ MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXIH RYGPISWSQIW EGIX]PEXIH EX WTIGMG LMWXSRIW SV LMWXSRI WMXIW )EGL XYFI GSRXEMRW E \IH EQSYRX SJ ERXMFSH] EP[E]W
MR I\GIWW SZIV GLVSQEXMR -RGVIEWMRK EQSYRXW SJ GLVSQEXMR EVI EHHIH ERH XLI JVEGXMSR SJ -4 QEXIVMEP 1 MW QIEWYVIH WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW
8 MW XLI EQSYRX SJ MRTYX GLVSQEXMR EX IEGL TSMRX MR XLI XMXVEXMSR 8 MW XLI EQSYRX SJ GLVSQEXMR MR XLI XYFI [MXL XLI LMKLIWX GSRGIRXVEXMSR 8LI
MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXI 1 EW E JVEGXMSR SJ 8 18  MW TPSXXIH EKEMRWX XLI MRTYX GLVSQEXMR 8 EW E JVEGXMSR SJ 8 88  8LI PMRI VITVIWIRXW ER EZIVEKI
SJ HEXE JVSQ WITEVEXI XMXVEXMSRW SJ XLI WEQI ERXMFSH] 8LI TIVGIRXEKI SJ EGIX]PEXIH RYGPISWSQIW MR XSXEP GLVSQEXMR JSV E WTIGMG LMWXSRI SV LMWXSRI
WMXIW MW HIXIVQMRIH JVSQ XLI ZEPYI SJ XLI WPSTI WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW 8LI PMRIEVMX] ERH RSR^IVS WPSTI SJ XLI TPSXW EVI GSRWMWXIRX [MXL XLI
TVIWIRGI MR IEGL XYFI SJ ER ERXMFSH] I\GIWW 8LMW HSIW RSX TVIGPYHI XLI TSWWMFMPMX] XLEX E WYFTSTYPEXMSR SJ EGIX]PEXIH RYGPISWSQIW MW RSX TVIGMTMXEFPI
F] XLI ERXMFSH] 8LI JEGX XLEX XLI PMRI HSIW RSX KS XLVSYKL XLI SVMKMR WLS[W XLEX XLIVI MW E \IH EQSYRX SJ QEXIVMEP XLEX TVIGMTMXEXIW MR IEGL XYFI
& % XEFPI SJ XLI TIVGIRXEKI SJ EGIX]PEXIH RYGPISWSQIW MR XSXEP GLVSQEXMR 7TIGMG LMWXSRIW ERH LMWXSRI , EGIX]PEXMSR WMXIW EVI MRHMGEXIH EFSZI 8LI
QE\MQYQ TIVGIRXEKI SJ RYGPISWSQIW MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXIH F] E WTIGMG ERXMEGIX]PLMWXSRI ERXMFSH] MW MRHMGEXIH MQQIHMEXIP] FIPS[ ' 8LI EFWSPYXI
TIVGIRXEKI SJ EGIX]PEXMSR SJ LMWXSRI , MR ' GIPPW EGVSWW XLI  OF VIKMSR 8LI ]E\MW MRHMGEXIW XLI TIVGIRXEKI SJ EGIX]PEXMSR %PP SXLIV HIWMKREXMSRW
EVI XLI WEQI EW MR *MKYVI 
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;I LEZI GEVVMIH SYX XLMW EREP]WMW JSV ' GIPPW [MXL EPP
SJ XLI ERXMFSHMIW *MKYVI & 8LI ERXMFSH] EKEMRWX
EGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRI , %G, TVIGMTMXEXIH XLI PEVKIWX
JVEGXMSR SJ QEXIVMEP b	 ;I GEVVMIH SYX SR XLMW WEQI
GLVSQEXMR WEQTPI E WITEVEXI EREP]WMW SJ XLI IRVMGLQIRX MR
%G, EGVSWW XLI IRXMVI *6KPSFMR'36 PSGYW 9WMRK XLI
RYQFIV JSV XLI XSXEP TVIGMTMXEFPI QEXIVMEP [I GER RS[
ETTVS\MQEXI WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW XLI EFWSPYXI
EFYRHERGI SJ EGIX]PEXIH RYGPISWSQIW XLVSYKLSYX XLI PSGYW
*MKYVI ' %X XLI PEVKIWX TIEO [LMGL PMIW SZIV ,7%
RIEVP] IZIV] RYGPISWSQI 	 MW EGIX]PEXIH 3FZMSYWP] E
WMRKPI VIGSKRM^IH EGIX]PEXMSR IZIRX SR E RYGPISWSQI MW
WYJGMIRX JSV MX XS FI MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXIH WS XLMW HSIW RSX
EPPS[ YW XS GSRGPYHI XLEX IZIV] WMXI MW JYPP] EGIX]PEXIH
EPXLSYKL XLMW MW GIVXEMRP] GSRWMWXIRX [MXL XLI VIWYPXW
(MWGYWWMSR
-R XLMW WXYH] [I I\EQMRIH XLI PIZIPW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR EGVSWW
E b OF VIKMSR SJ XLI GLMGOIR KIRSQI GSRXEMRMRK XLVII
MRHITIRHIRXP] VIKYPEXIH W]WXIQW SJ KIRIW E VIKMSR SJ
GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR HIZSMH SJ KIRIW EX PIEWX X[S
FSYRHEV] IPIQIRXW ERH QYPXMTPI VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW ;I
XSSO EHZERXEKI SJ XLI EZEMPEFMPMX] SJ X[S [IPP GLEVEGXIV
M^IH GIPP PMRIW ,( ERH ' [LMGL EVI EVVIWXIH EX
HMJJIVIRX WXEKIW SJ IV]XLVSMH HIZIPSTQIRX ERH LEZI PSRK
FIIR YWIH EW QSHIP W]WXIQW JSV XLI WXYH] SJ XLIWI WXEKIW
;I EPWS YWIH IV]XLVSMH GIPPW XEOIR JVSQ HE]SPH GLMGO
IQFV]SW ERH E RSRIV]XLVSMH GIPP PMRI (8 8LMW
EPPS[IH YW XS WYVZI] XLI WXEXI SJ EGIX]PEXMSR SJ E ZEVMIX]
SJ GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVIW MR E WIVMIW SJ IRZMVSRQIRXW ERH
TEVXMGYPEVP] XS JSPPS[ XLI GLERKIW XLEX EVI GSVVIPEXIH [MXL
EPXIVMRK TEXXIVRW SJ I\TVIWWMSR SZIV XLI VIKMSR 3YV VIWYPXW
WLS[ XLEX XLIVI EVI WITEVEXI HSQEMRW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR IEGL
[MXL MXW S[R HMWXMRGX TVSKVEQ
-R ,( GIPPW [LMGL VITVIWIRX IEVP] WXEKI IV]XLVSMH
GIPPW &*9) RSRI SJ XLI KIRIW´*6 FKPSFMR SV
'36´MW I\TVIWWIH 2SRIXLIPIWW XLIVI EVI GIRXIVW SJ
EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW ERH L]TIVWIRWMXMZI
WMXIW 8LI GLVSQEXMR SZIV ,7% RIEV XLI *6 MW QSWX LMKLP]
EGIX]PEXIH [MXL WXVSRKIWX TIEOW GSVVIWTSRHMRK XS , ,
ERH , / %GIX]PEXMSR MW EPWS WIIR SZIV XLI MRWYPEXSV
IPIQIRX ,7 XLI KPSFMR 0'6 IPIQIRX ,7 ERH XLI
EHYPX FKPSFMR TVSQSXIV 8LI VIKMSR SJ GSRHIRWIH
GLVSQEXMR XLEX WITEVEXIW XLI TIEOW EX ,7% ERH ,7 MW
RSX EGIX]PEXIH EX ER] HIXIGXEFPI PIZIP MR SYV EWWE] -X
WLSYPH FI RSXIH XLEX ,7% ERH ,7 EVI (2EWI -
L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW MR EPP SJ XLI GIPP PMRIW [I HIWGVMFI
LIVI I\GITX JSV EHYPX IV]XLVSG]XIW *MKYVI 
8LI *6 KIRI MW EGXMZIP] XVERWGVMFIH EX E WTIGMG WXEKI MR
IEVP] IV]XLVSMH HIZIPSTQIRX 4VMSPIEY IX EP 
%QSRK XLI GIPP PMRIW SV TSTYPEXMSRW [I LEZI WXYHMIH
LIVI *6 I\TVIWWMSR MW GSRRIH XS ' GIPPW '*9) 8LI
EGIX]PEXMSR TEXXIVR MR XLIWI GIPPW VIIGXW XLMW EGXMZMX]
8LIVI MW ZIV] WXVSRK EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV ,7% [LMGL GSRXEMRW
MQTSVXERX VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW JSV XLI *6 17MQTWSR
YRTYFPMWLIH -RXIVIWXMRKP] XLMW HSIW RSX I\XIRH SZIV
XLI FSH] SJ XLI *6 KIRI [LMGL MW RSX WMKRMGERXP]
EGIX]PEXIH LIVI SV EX ER] SXLIV WXEKI 7MQMPEV LMKL
EGIX]PEXMSR PIZIPW EVI WIIR SZIV ,7 8LI TEXXIVR SZIV
XLI VIWX SJ XLI KPSFMR PSGYW ERH MR XLI GSRHIRWIH
GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR MW WMQMPEV XS XLEX WIIR MR ,( -R XLI
GEWI SJ ' [I LEZI EHHMXMSREP UYERXMXEXMZI MRJSVQEXMSR
*MKYVI ' EPPS[MRK YW XS GSRGPYHI XLEX EPQSWX EPP SJ XLI
RYGPISWSQIW SZIV ,7% ERH XLI TVITSRHIVERGI SJ XLSWI
SZIV ,7 EVI EGIX]PEXIH [LMPI SXLIV TIEOW GSVVIWTSRH XS
SRP] TEVXMEP EGIX]PEXMSR
% WXVMOMRKP] HMJJIVIRX TEXXIVR MW SFWIVZIH MR  HE]
IQFV]SRMG IV]XLVSG]XIW ,IVI GSRWMWXIRX [MXL IEVPMIV
SFWIVZEXMSRW [I RH ZIV] LMKL PIZIPW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR
HMWXVMFYXIH VEXLIV YRMJSVQP] SZIV XLI HSQEMR GEVV]MRK XLI
FKPSFMR KIRIW 1ER] SJ XLI TVSFIW YWIH JSV XLMW VIKMSR
MRGPYHI TVSQSXIVW ERH IRLERGIVW FYX EX XLMW HIZIPST
QIRXEP WXEKI XLI KIRIW IRGSHMRK F,KPSFMR ERH F%KPSFMR
EVI I\TVIWWIH ERH XLI SXLIV KIRIW EVI RSX EGXMZI
*IPWIRJIPH  *YVXLIVQSVI X[S TVSFIW EX 
ERH  EVI XEVKIXIH XS WIUYIRGIW [IPP WITEVEXIH JVSQ
ER] ORS[R IRLERGIV SV TVSQSXIV ERH XLIWI EPWS HIXIGX
LMKL EGIX]PEXMSR PIZIPW ;I GSRGPYHI XLEX EX PIEWX WSQI SJ
XLI EGIX]PEWIW VIWTSRWMFPI EVI RSX STIVEXMRK JVSQ XIXLIVIH
TSWMXMSRW GIRXIVIH SR TVSQSXIVW ERH IRLERGIVW FYX EVI
GETEFPI SJ JYRGXMSRMRK SZIV GSRWMHIVEFPI HMWXERGIW [MXLMR
XLI VIKMSR -X MW RS[ [IPP IWXEFPMWLIH XLEX WSQI EGIX]PEWIW
GER FI TEVX SJ ER 62% TSP]QIVEWI XVERWGVMTXMSR GSQTPI\
XLEX EPPS[W TVSGIWWMZI EGIX]PEXMSR ;MXXWGLMIFIR IX EP
 -R EHHMXMSR MX LEW FIIR VITSVXIH XLEX XLIVI EVI X[S
GPEWWIW SJ EGIX]PEWI SRI FILEZMRK EW XIXLIVIH IR^]QIW
EFPI XS EGX SRP] SR RIMKLFSVMRK RYGPISWSQIW XLI SXLIV
EFPI XS EGIX]PEXI SZIV GSRWMHIVEFPI HMWXERGIW :MKREPM IX EP

-X MW EPWS MRWXVYGXMZI XS GSQTEVI XLIWI VIWYPXW [MXL XLI
HEXE JSV XLI FYVWEP P]QTLSG]XI GIPP PMRI (8 &EFE IX EP
 -R XLIWI GIPPW XLIVI MW RS I\TVIWWMSR SJ *6 KPSFMRW
SV '36 &YPKIV IX EP  4VMSPIEY IX EP 
'SVVIWTSRHMRKP] XLIVI MW RS WMKRMGERX EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV
ER] SJ XLIWI KIRIW RSV SZIV ER] SJ XLI YTWXVIEQ IPIQIRXW
SJ XLI KPSFMR 0'6 ,7,7 2SRIXLIPIWW XLIVI MW
WXVSRK EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV ,7% ERH ,7 8LIWI WMXIW XLYW
ETTIEV XS FI GSRWXERX GIRXIVW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR MR EPP SJ XLI
GIPPW [I LEZI WXYHMIH 8LI] ERO E VIKMSR SJ GSRHIRWIH
GLVSQEXMR XLEX MW YREGIX]PEXIH [MXL IUYEP GSRWXERG]
)\EQMREXMSR SJ XLI TEXXIVRW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR JSV , ,
ERH XLI MRHMZMHYEP , P]WMRI VIWMHYIW HSIW RSX VIZIEP ER]
GSRWMWXIRX ERH WXVMOMRK HMJJIVIRGIW FIX[IIR XLIQ 9RPMOI
VIWYPXW JSV XLI LYQER FKPSFMR PSGYW 7GLYFIPIV IX EP
 XLIVI MW RS GPIEV HMWXMRGXMSR FIX[IIR XLI TEXXIVRW SJ
LMWXSRIW , ERH , -R FSXL GEWIW XLIVI MW IRVMGLQIRX SZIV
,7% ERH ,7 ERH E TEVEPPIP MRGVIEWI MR EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV
XLI KPSFMR PSGYW MR GIPPW [LIVI XLI KPSFMR KIRIW EVI IMXLIV
EGXMZI SV EFSYX XS FI EGXMZEXIH HIZIPSTQIRXEPP] 1YPXMTPI
QIEWYVIQIRXW [IVI QEHI EX IEGL WMXI WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH
QIXLSHW ERH EPXLSYKL MR WSQI GEWIW XLI IVVSV FEVW
MRHMGEXI XLEX HMJJIVIRGIW QE] SGGYV XLIWI HMJJIVIRGIW EVI
KIRIVEPP] WQEPP ;I EVI XLIVIJSVI VIPYGXERX XS EWGVMFI XS
XLIQ ER] TL]WMSPSKMGEP WMKRMGERGI
8LI MRWYPEXMRK TVSTIVXMIW SJ XLI (2% WIUYIRGIW
WYVVSYRHMRK ,7 LEZI FIIR [IPP WXYHMIH 'LYRK IX EP
 &IPP IX EP  %  OF WIUYIRGI GSRXEMRMRK XLI
L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXI GER EGX EW E TSWMXMSREP IRLERGIV
FPSGOIV TVIZIRXMRK ER IRLERGIV JVSQ EGXMZEXMRK E TVS
QSXIV [LIR MX MW TPEGIH FIX[IIR XLIQ ;LIR WYVVSYRHIH
F] X[S GSTMIW SJ XLI  OF JVEKQIRX E WXEFP] MRXIKVEXIH
VITSVXIV MW TVSXIGXIH EKEMRWX TSWMXMSR IJJIGXW 'LYRK IX EP
 4MOEEVX IX EP  8LIVI MW EPWS IZMHIRGI XLEX E
 FT DGSVI IPIQIRX MW EFPI XS GSRJIV XLI WEQI TVSXIGXMSR
*6IGMPPEW8EVKE YRTYFPMWLIH ;MXLMR XLI GSVI XLI
8VERWMXMSRW MR EGIX]PEXMSR EGVSWW XLVII KIRI PSGM













































































IRLERGIV FPSGOMRK EGXMZMX] LEW FIIR GSVVIPEXIH [MXL E
FMRHMRK WMXI JSV XLI VIKYPEXSV] JEGXSV '8'* &IPP IX EP
 FYX SXLIV WIUYIRGIW MR XLI GSVI EVI VIUYMVIH JSV
TVSXIGXMSR EKEMRWX TSWMXMSR IJJIGXW *6IGMPPEW8EVKE
YRTYFPMWLIH -X LEW FIIR WYKKIWXIH XLEX XLI KPSFMR
,7 IPIQIRX WIVZIW XS MRWYPEXI XLI *6 ERH XLI KPSFMR
KIRIW JVSQ IEGL SXLIV IRWYVMRK XLEX XLI WXVSRK VIKYPEXSV]
IPIQIRXW JSV *6 EX ,7% ERH JSV XLI KPSFMR KIRIW EX
,7,7 HS RSX GVSWWEGXMZEXI XLI MRETTVSTVMEXI KIRI
HYVMRK HIZIPSTQIRX 4VMSPIEY IX EP  -R EHHMXMSR XLI
 MRWYPEXSV EX ,7 QE] TVIZIRX IRGVSEGLQIRX SJ XLI
YTWXVIEQ GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR SRXS XLI FKPSFMR
HSQEMR
*SV XLIWI VIEWSRW MX MW UYMXI MRXIVIWXMRK XLEX XLI ,7
VIKMSR MW E GIRXIV SJ LMWXSRI EGIX]PEXMSR MR EPP GIPPW XLEX [I
LEZI I\EQMRIH ;I TVSTSWIH IEVPMIV 4MOEEVX IX EP 
XLEX XLMW MRWYPEXSV QMKLX GSRJIV TVSXIGXMSR EKEMRWX TSWMXMSR
IJJIGXW F] WIVZMRK EW E WSYVGI SJ LMWXSRI EGIX]PEWIW [LMGL
QEMRXEMRIH EGIX]PEXMSR PIZIPW [MXLMR E TVSXIGXIH HSQEMR
8LI WXVSRK TIEO SJ EGIX]PEXMSR SZIV ,7 HSIW MRHMGEXI
XLEX MX MW E JSGYW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR EGXMZMX] GSRWMWXIRX [MXL
WYGL E QSHIP ;I RSXI XLEX XLI WEQI MW XVYI JSV XLI
GLVSQEXMR RIEV ,7% MR XLI *6 TVSQSXIV ERH [I WYKKIWX
XLEX ERSXLIV FSVHIV IPIQIRX QE] FI TVIWIRX XLIVI -R
GSRXVEWX XS XLI WXVSRK GIRXIVW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR EX ,7 ERH
,7% XLI '8'* FMRHMRK WMXI EX ,7 7EMXSL IX EP 
NYWX YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI '36 KIRI MW RSX QEVOIHP]
QSHMIH EPXLSYKL WQEPP TIEOW GER FI WIIR MR  HE]
IQFV]SRMG IV]XLVSG]XIW ERH (8 GIPPW 8LMW WYKKIWXW XLEX
'8'* FMRHMRK EPSRI MW RSX WYJGMIRX XS EXXVEGX EGIX]PEWIW
ERH JSGYWIW SYV EXXIRXMSR SR XLI TVSXIMRW FSYRH EX EHNEGIRX
WMXIW MR XLI  FSYRHEV]
3YV VIWYPXW WLS[ XLEX E VIKMSR b OF PSRK QE] HMWTPE]
[MXLMR MX E [MHI ZEVMIX] SJ EGIX]PEXMSR TEXXIVRW ERH XLEX
XLIWI QE] GLERKI [MXL XLI WXEXI SJ EGXMZEXMSR SJ XLI
MRHMZMHYEP KIRIW MX GSRXEMRW ;I SFWIVZI XLVII GPEWWIW SJ
FILEZMSV 8LI GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR VIQEMRW GSQ
TPIXIP] YREGIX]PEXIH MR IZIV] GIPP X]TI [I LEZI I\EQMRIH
8LMW MW GIVXEMRP] GSRWMWXIRX [MXL XLI ORS[R TVSTIVXMIW SJ
XLMW VIKMSR FYX MX MW MRXIVIWXMRK XLEX XLIVI MW E XIRHIRG] JSV
XLI IRHW SJ XLMW VIKMSR XS EGUYMVI LMKL PIZIPW SJ EGIX]PEXMSR
% WIGSRH GPEWW SJ FILEZMSV MW I\LMFMXIH F] XLI KPSFMR ERH
*6 KIRIW %W I\TIGXIH XLI EGIX]PEXMSR SJ XLIWI VIKMSRW MW
GPSWIP] GSVVIPEXIH [MXL PIZIPW SJ I\TVIWWMSR 8LI TSWMXMZI
VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW RSXEFP] WSQI SJ XLI YTWXVIEQ PSGYW
GSRXVSP IPIQIRXW SJ XLI FKPSFMR 0'6 WLS[ WMKRW SJ
EGIX]PEXMSR MR ,( GIPPW XLEX TVIGIHI XLI EGXMZEXMSR SJ
I\TVIWWMSR WIIR MR  HE] IQFV]SRMG IV]XLVSG]XIW 8LI
L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW EX STTSWMXI IRHW SJ XLI GSRHIRWIH
GLVSQEXMR VIKMSR HMWTPE] XLI XLMVH OMRH SJ FILEZMSV %W
RSXIH EFSZI XLIWI EVI L]TIVEGIX]PEXIH MR EPP SJ XLI PMRIW
[I LEZI WXYHMIH -X [MPP FI MRXIVIWXMRK XS HIXIVQMRI
[LIXLIV XLIWI WMXIW TPE] E VSPI MR IWXEFPMWLMRK SV
QEMRXEMRMRK XLI TVSKVEQQIH ZEVMEXMSR MR EGIX]PEXMSR
TEXXIVRW XLEX [I LEZI SFWIVZIH
1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW
'IPPW
,( ERH ' GIPPW [IVI QEMRXEMRIH EW HIWGVMFIH MR 4VMSPIEY IX EP
 (8 GIPPW EVI ER EZMER PIYOSWMW ZMVYWMRHYGIH FYVWEP P]QTLSQE
GIPP PMRI HIVMZIH JVSQ ,]PMRI 7' GLMGOIR &EFE IX EP  8LIWI GIPP
PMRIW [IVI TYVGLEWIH JVSQ %QIVMGER 8]TI 'YPXYVI 'SPPIGXMSR %8''
6SGOZMPPI 1( ERH KVS[R MR (1)1 WYTTPIQIRXIH [MXL  Q1
FQIVGETXSIXLERSP  Q1 KPYXEQMRI 	 JIXEP FSZMRI WIVYQ 	
GLMGOIR WIVYQ ERH 	 XV]TXSWI TLSWTLEXI FVSXL [MXL ERXMFMSXMGW 8IR
HE] GLMGOIR IV]XLVSG]XIW [IVI SFXEMRIH F] FPIIHMRK  HE] IQFV]SW JVSQ
JIVXMPM^IH ;LMXI 0IKLSVR GLMGOIR IKKW 8VYWPS[ *EVQW 'LIWXIVXS[R
1(
1MGVSGSGGEP HMKIWXMSRW ERH TVITEVEXMSR SJ HM ERH
QSRSRYGPISWSQIW
2YGPIM JSV ,( ' ERH (8 GIPPW ERH  HE] GLMGOIR IQFV]S
IV]XLVSG]XIW [IVI TVITEVIH EW HIWGVMFIH 4VMSPIEY IX EP  %PP
FYJJIVW [IVI WYTTPIQIRXIH [MXL  Q1 2EFYX]VEXI  Q1 TLIR]P
QIXL]PWYPJSR]P YSVMHI 417* ERH  QKQP ETVSXMRMR (M ERH
QSRSRYGPISWSQIW [IVI TVITEVIH EW HIWGVMFIH ,IFFIW IX EP 
)\GITX [LIVI SFXEMRMRK VITVIWIRXEXMZI JVEGXMSRW SJ GLVSQEXMR JVSQ LMKLP]
GSRHIRWIH ERH LMKLP] STIR VIKMSRW XLVII IUYEP EPMUYSXW SJ RYGPIM [IVI
HMKIWXIH [MXL MRGVIEWMRK GSRGIRXVEXMSRW SJ 12EWI 8LI 12EWI EGXMZMX]
[EW EHNYWXIH WS XLEX XLI PS[IWX GSRGIRXVEXMSR KIRIVEXIH GLVSQEXMR
JVEKQIRXW PEVKIV XLER XVMRYGPISWSQIW XLI QMHHPI GSRGIRXVEXMSR KIRIVEXIH
QEMRP] XVM HM ERH QSRSRYGPISWSQIW ERH XLI LMKLIWX GSRGIRXVEXMSR
KIRIVEXIH TVMRGMTEPP] QSRSRYGPISWSQIW %PP 12EWI HMKIWXMSRW [IVI
MRGYFEXIH JSV  QMR EX ' ERH WXSTTIH F] EHHMRK )(8% T,  XS E





















8VERWMXMSRW MR EGIX]PEXMSR EGVSWW XLVII KIRI PSGM

ERH QSRSRYGPISWSQIW [IVI TYVMIH SR E 	 WYGVSWI KVEHMIRX
,IFFIW IX EP 
*SVQEPHIL]HI GVSWWPMROMRK ERH WSRMGEXMSR
'LVSQEXMR \EXMSR TYVMGEXMSR ERH WSRMGEXMSR [IVI GEVVMIH SYX EW
HIWGVMFIH 3VPERHS IX EP  &VMI]    GIPPW [IVI \IH JSV
 QMR EX ' [MXL 	 JSVQEPHIL]HI MR  QP SJ GYPXYVI QIHME WYGL XLEX
WSRMGEXMSR 1MWSRM\ 9PXVEWSRMG TVSGIWWSV <0 [MXL E  QQ XMT EX
QE\MQYQ WIXXMRK JSV  W  W SR  W SJJ KIRIVEXIH (2% JVEKQIRXW
JVSQ b XS  FT %TTVS\MQEXIP]    GIPPW [IVI YWIH JSV
GLVSQEXMR MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSRW [LMGL [IVI GEVVMIH SYX EW HIWGVMFIH
FIPS[ I\GITX XLEX [EWLIW IPYXMSR ERH VIZIVWEP SJ GVSWWPMROMRK [IVI
MHIRXMGEP XS XLSWI HIWGVMFIH 3VPERHS IX EP 
'LVSQEXMR MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR
'LVSQEXMR MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSRW [IVI GEVVMIH SYX EW HIWGVMFIH ,IFFIW
IX EP  &VMI] XS VIHYGI RSRWTIGMG FMRHMRK XS TVSXIMR %  QP
SJ GLVSQEXMR TVITEVIH EW HIWGVMFIH EFSZI [IVI MRGYFEXIH [MXL  QP SJ
TVSXIMR %EKEVSWI 	 WPYVV] MR 'L-4 FYJJIV JSV  L EX ' [MXL KIRXPI
VSGOMRK 'L-4 FYJJIV MW  Q12E'P  Q18VMW,'P T,   Q12E
FYX]VEXI  Q1 )(8%  Q1 417*  QKQP ETVSXMRMR 1MPPMTSVI
YPXVEJVII1'  QQ 1MGVSJYKI PXIV YRMXW [IVI YWIH XS WITEVEXI
TVSXIMR %EKEVSWI ERH GLVSQEXMR %X XLMW TSMRX (2%[EW TVITEVIH JVSQ E
WEQTPI SJ TVSXIMR %TYVMIH GLVSQEXMR ERH YWIH EW XLI DMRTYX WEQTPI
%RXMFSHMIW WTIGMG JSV EGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRIW  QP ?ERXMEGIX]PEXIH
LMWXSRI , ERXMEGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRI , ERXMEGIX]PLMWXSRI , 0]W
ERXMEGIX]PLMWXSRI , 0]W ERH ERXMEGIX]PLMWXSRI , 0]W
WYTTPMIH F] 9TWXEXI &MSXIGLRSPSK]A [IVI MRGYFEXIH [MXL TVSXIMR %
GPEVMIH GLVSQEXMR JSV  L EX ' [LMPI VSGOMRK KIRXP] 3RI LYRHVIH
QMGVSPMXIVW SJ TVSXIMR %EKEVSWI [IVI EHHIH XS XLI GLVSQEXMR ERXMFSH]
QM\ ERH MRGYFEXIH SZIVRMKLX EX ' [LMPI VSGOMRK KIRXP] 8LI TVSXIMR %
EKEVSWI ERH YRFSYRH GLVSQEXMR [IVI WITEVEXIH YWMRK  QQ1MGVSJYKI
PXIV YRMXW 8LI VWX PXVEXI [EW OITX EW XLI YRFSYRH WEQTPI 8LI
TVSXIMR %EKEVSWI [EW [EWLIH ZI XMQIW [MXL 'L-4 FYJJIV ERH XLI FSYRH
GLVSQEXMR [EW IPYXIH VWX [MXL  QP SJ 'L-4 FYJJIV TPYW 	 7(7
ERH XLIR [MXL  QP SJ 'L-4 FYJJIV TPYW 	 7(7 (2% JVSQ FSYRH
ERH YRFSYRH GLVSQEXMR [EW TYVMIH F] TLIRSPGLPSVSJSVQ I\XVEGXMSR ERH
IXLERSP TVIGMTMXEXMSR (2% WEQTPIW [IVI UYERXMIH YWMRK TMGSKVIIR
1SPIGYPEV 4VSFIW )YKIRI 36 YSVIWGIRGI
(IXIVQMREXMSR SJ XLI JVEGXMSR SJ RYGPISWSQIW EGIX]PEXIH MR
XLI KIRSQI
8S HIXIVQMRI XLI QE\MQYQ TVIGMTMXEFPI GLVSQEXMR JSV E KMZIR ERXMFSH]
   ERH  QK SJ QMGVSGSGGEP QSRSRYGPISWSQIW [IVI MQQYRS
TVIGMTMXEXIH [MXL  QP SJ XLI ETTVSTVMEXI ERXMEGIX]PLMWXSRI ERXMFSH] ER
I\GIWW MR IEGL GEWI EW HIWGVMFIH EFSZI )EGL GLVSQEXMR MQQYRSTVI
GMTMXEXMSR [EW VITIEXIH XLVII XMQIW 8SXEP (2% ERH -4 (2% [IVI
UYERXMIH YWMRK TMGSKVIIR YSVIWGIRGI 8LI QIEWYVIH (2% MQQYRS
TVIGMTMXEXIH MR IEGL WEQTPI1 GER FI HIWGVMFIH EW1 ! 8K  & [LIVI
8 MW XLI XSXEP EQSYRX SJ (2% MR IEGL WEQTPI QIEWYVIH FIJSVI
MQQYRSTVIGMTMXEXMSR ERH K MW XLI XVYI JVEGXMSR SJ GLVSQEXMR TVIGMTMXEFPI
& MW E QIEWYVI SJ XLI GSRWXERX FEGOKVSYRH SJ TVIGMTMXEXIH QEXIVMEP XLEX [I
SFWIVZI ;I TPSX 18 ZIVWYW 88 [LIVI 8 MW XLI EQSYRX SJ GLVSQEXMR
MR XLI XYFI [MXL XLI LMKLIWX GLVSQEXMR GSRGIRXVEXMSR *MKYVI % 8LMW
KMZIW E PMRI [MXL WPSTI IUYEP XS K XLI GSRWXERX JVEGXMSR SJ GLVSQEXMR XLEX
GER FI TVIGMTMXEXIH YRHIV GSRHMXMSRW SJ ERXMFSH] I\GIWW *MKYVI %
6IEPXMQI 4'6 ERH HEXE EREP]WMW
(MJJIVIRGIW MR (2% GSRGIRXVEXMSR SFXEMRIH JVSQ XLI MQQYRSTVIGMTMXE
XMSR SJ EGIX]PEXIH ERH YREGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRI JVEGXMSRW [IVI HIXIVQMRIH F]
VIEPXMQI 4'6 YWMRK XLI %&- 4VMWQ  WIUYIRGI HIXIGXSV JSPPS[MRK 4)
%TTPMIH &MSW]WXIQW 8EUQER 9RMZIVWEP 4'6 1EWXIV 1M\ TVSXSGSP 6IEP
XMQI 4'6 [EW GEVVMIH SYX MR XVMTPMGEXI SR  RK SJ (2% EX ' JSV  QMR
ERH ' JSV  QMR JSPPS[IH F]  G]GPIW SJ ' JSV  W ERH ' JSV
 QMR (EXE [IVI GSPPIGXIH EX ' 8LI GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ TVMQIVW ERH
8EUQER TVSFIW YWIH [EW HIXIVQMRIH F] JSPPS[MRK XLI STXMQM^EXMSR
TVSGIHYVI HIWGVMFIH MR 4) %TTPMIH &MSW]WXIQW TVSXSGSP *SV IEGL
I\TIVMQIRX XLI XLVIWLSPH [EW WIX XS GVSWW E TSMRX EX [LMGL VIEPXMQI 4'6
EQTPMGEXMSR [EW PMRIEV *MKYVI & *SV XLI QENSVMX] SJ XLI I\TIVMQIRXW
HEXE [IVI EREP]^IH [MXL E XLVIWLSPH SJ  (EXE GSPPIGXIH [EW EREP]^IH
ERH TPSXXIH YWMRK 1MGVSWSJX )\GIP 8LI JSPH HMJJIVIRGI SJ E KMZIR XEVKIX
WIUYIRGI TVIGMTMXEXIH F] E WTIGMG ERXMFSH] [EW HIXIVQMRIH F] HMZMHMRK
XLI EQSYRX SJ XEVKIX WIUYIRGI MR XLI -4 JVEGXMSR F] XLI EQSYRX SJ XEVKIX
WIUYIRGI MR MRTYX (2% 6IJ &VMI] JSV ER] 4'6 EQTPMGEXMSR GER FI
HIWGVMFIH F] XLI JSVQYPE < ! <   )R [LIVI < MW XLI MRMXMEP (2%
GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ E XEVKIX WIUYIRGI < MW XLI REP (2% GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ E
XEVKIX WIUYIRGI ) MW XLI IJGMIRG] E RYQFIV JVSQ  XS  ERH R MW XLI
RYQFIV SJ G]GPIW 8LIVIJSVI MJ E XLVIWLSPH MW WIX EX [LMGL E WTIGMG REP
(2% GSRGIRXVEXMSR < MW VIEGLIH< MW E GSRWXERX ERH XLI RYQFIV SJ G]GPIW
'  VIUYMVIH XS VIEGL < MW MRZIVWIP] VIPEXIH XS XLI MRMXMEP XEVKIX WIUYIRGI
GSRGIRXVEXMSR <  MI < -4< 6IJ ! ?<-4<6IJA  )'X-4'X6IJ
-J <6IJ ! <-4 [LMGL WLSYPH FI XVYI JSV XLI WEQI TVMQIV ERH 8EUQER
TVSFI WIX ERH ) !  XLIR < -4< 6IJ ! 'X-4'X6IJ 8LIVIJSVI JSV
IEGL 8EUQER TVSFI XLI VEXMS SJ -4 XS 6IJ MW GEPGYPEXIH F] WYFXVEGXMRK XLI
' HIXIVQMRIH JSV XLI XEVKIX WIUYIRGI SJ XLI -4 WEQTPI JVSQ XLI '
HIXIVQMRIH JSV XLI XEVKIX WIUYIRGI SJ XLI VIJIVIRGI WEQTPI ERH XEOMRK XLI
VIWYPXMRK TS[IV SJ  *MKYVI &
4VMQIVW ERH 8EUQER TVSFIW
4VMQIVW ERH 8EUQER TVSFIW [IVI WIPIGXIH JVSQ XLI GLMGOIR FKPSFMR
HSQEMR  OF GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR ERH *6 KIRI WIUYIRGI YWMRK 4)
%TTPMIH &MSW]WXIQW 4VMQIV )\TVIWW WSJX[EVI 4VMQIV ERH 8EUQER TVSFIW
[IVI SFXEMRIH JVSQ +MFGS&60 ERH 4) %TTPMIH &MSW]WXIQW VIWTIGX
MZIP] *SV IEGL 8EUQER TVSFI 4'6 TVSHYGXW [IVI HIWMKRIH XS FI
  FT XLI WM^I SJ E RYGPISWSQI QSRSQIV [MXL ER EZIVEKI WM^I SJ
 FT -R E JI[ GEWIW TVSFIW     ERH  XLI
GLSMGI SJ IJJIGXMZI TVMQMRK WIUYIRGIW VIUYMVIH WITEVEXMSRW SJ
 FT -R XLIWI GEWIW XLIVIJSVI QYGL SJ XLI WMKREP [MPP FI
GSRXVMFYXIH F] XLI HM ERH XVMRYGPISWSQIW MR XLI WEQTPI TSTYPEXMSR 8LI
TVMQIVW ERH 8EUQER TVSFIW YWIH EVI KMZIR MR 8EFPI -
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